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and Minoru ARAI 
With the recent development of the information technology industry， the importance of the ultla-precision machining of products has 
been paid attention to. When parts of complicated geometry and ultimately small-sized ones are machined by means of wire electrical 
discharge machining (WEDM)， the improvement of the machined surface integrity at the comer area or where machining is finished is a 
serious problem. This research aims to investigate the effect of the machining conditions on the machined surface integrity at the comer 
area or where machining is finished. 
As a result， the following are obtained: 1) The larger the comer angle is， the larger the comer radius is. 2) The larger the exit angle 
is， the greater the residual amount is. 3) Within the range of the experimental conditions， wire displacement didn't affect the comer radius 
or the residual amount. 
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Fig.l Experimental method 
Table 1 Machining conditions in WEDM 
(a) t=3mm 
Wire electrode 
No load voltage En 
Tension of wire T 
Wire winding rateに
Table feed rate f 
o 0.25mm，brass 






(Flow rate:upper 10 l/min，lower 10 I/min) 
















































Distance between the guides 24mm 
Working fluid Deionized water 
(Flow rate:upper 10 l/min，lower 10 l/min) 
O.lmm 
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(a)Low speed machining (b)High speed machining 
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Fig.3 Effects of table feed rate and corner angle 
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Table fed rate 
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Fig.4 Effect of table feed rate on average voltage 
















































E百'ectof table feed rate on width of gap 
5 
Table fed rate f 
15 
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アーク柱の直径を d(t)とすると式(1)で表せる.
ん:放電電流
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Effects of distance from corner edge and 
corner angle on wire displacement 
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